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WHAT DO BUSINESS LEADERS THINK ABOUT AI?
Forbes Surveyed 600 Businesses

• 97% thought ChatGPT would help 

their business

• 50% used AI to craft internal 

communications

• 64% believe AI will help customer 

relations

McKinsey Surveyed 33,000 businesses

• 56% reported adopting AI in 2021

• Up from 50% in 2020

Accenture Surveyed 5,000 Executives

• 84% think AI will help their business

• 65% said their companies were re-

focused on investing in AI 

AI GLOBAL MARKET SHARE 2021-2030



WHAT IS ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE?
Concept popularized in the 1950’s

• Famed mathematician and early computer scientist 

Alan Turing wrote a paper on AI in the 1950s

• Discussed how to build an intelligent machine 

and how to then test its intelligence (the Turing 

Test) 

• Artificial Intelligence is a broad term that refers to 

any type of software that engages in “humanlike 

behavior”

• The field focuses on creating systems that can learn, 

apply knowledge, handle new situations, and carry 

out tasks that would typically require a human

• At the time, technology and data systems weren’t 

robust enough to allow AI to develop



HOW AI DEVELOPED FROM CONCEPT TO REALITY
Machine Learning

• The rise in available data allowed researchers to 
test their machine learning models on datasets

• One of the most common types of AI used today 

• Used to process large amounts of data quickly 

Deep Learning 

• Machine learning algorithms tend to plateau once 
a certain amount of data has been  captured

• The development of “neural networks” allowed 
for the creation of deep learning models

• Allows for the possibility of self driving cars

Generative AI
• Focused on creating new content based on 

training data and neural networks

• These models learn and improve without specific 
programming



BUSINESSES ARE INVESTING HEAVILY
Major Tech Companies Are Going All In

• Amazon, Google, IBM, Microsoft, Meta, and others are 
making huge investments and acquisitions

Non-tech Companies are taking the plunge

• McDonald’s made the largest tech investment in the 
company’s history ($300 million) to acquire a Tel Aviv based 
AI start-up

• The All England Lawn Tennis Club announced that it would 
partner with IBM to use AI to produce commentary for video 
highlights during Wimbledon

• DuoLingo is using AI Chatbots to help students understand 
their content better and get real time answers to questions

• Coca-Cola is using AI to develop segmented marketing and 
promotions to extremely personalized customer experiences.

• UK Based energy supplier Octopus Energy uses an AI chatbot 
to handle 44% of it’s customer service inquiries and claims 
the bot does the work of 250 people



AI’S IMPACT ON WORKFORCE
Will AI Replace Existing Workers?

• White House Council on Economic 

Advisors estimes 10% of jobs 

nationwide impacted

Most Believe AI Will Automate Tasks

• AI won’t replace people, employees 

who know how to effectively use AI 

will replace those that don’t

Potential Benefit for Alaska

• Areas with low population or tight 

employment markets could benefit 

from increased efficiency and 

automation



HOW CAN SMALL BUSINESSES USE AI?
AI Chatbots

• Engage website visitors, collect contact info, qualify leads 

• Schedule appointments and meetings, reducing the effort 
needed for staff and increasing efficiency.

AI Website Builders/Coding Tools

• Create websites, generate art, code widgets and more

• Generate complete code snippets from prompts or code 
comments

AI Marketing Tools/AI SEO Tools

• Generate new marketing text, product descriptions, sales 
copy, rewrite existing copy to keep it fresh

• Monitoring and analyzing your site to providing valuable 
insights and suggestions for improvement.

AI Sales Tools

• Lead qualification and pipeline management to forecasting 
and outreach writing



THERE ARE A GROWING NUMBER OF AI TOOLS



AI DRIVEN CHATBOTS



Prompt: “Develop a 
table with social media 
platform demographics 
for a new vegan 
restaurant”



FACEBOOK POSTS FOR SOCIAL MEDIA MARKETING
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Prompt: “Write a two sentence 
Facebook post for a vegan food 
truck”

Prompt: “Write a two sentence 
Facebook post for a vegan food 
truck that sells at breweries 
parking lots”

Prompt: “Write a two sentence 
Facebook post for a vegan food 
truck that sells to university 
students at campus”

Prompt: “Write a two sentence 
Facebook post for a vegan food 
truck that sells to office workers at 
their site”



ALASKA SBDC’S NEW AI RESOURCE CENTER
BUSINESS TOOLS

• AK SBDC staff have developed several new AI based tools that can assist clients particularly in 
remote and rural areas

• The tools are based on Chat-GPT, Formwise and existing small business data 
• Alaska SBDC has been testing the tools in over a dozen other states through the national SBDC 

network

TRANSLATION SERVICES
• As AI gets more sophisticated, the number of languages it can translate written materials into is 

growing rapidly.

COMMUNICATIONS AND MARKETING
• The Alaska SBDC is using AI tools to help grow our communications outreach and automated 

customer service offerings

GRANT WRITING
• The AK SBDC is working on streamlining the use of AI in grant writing, proposal writing and 

reporting 

WORKSHOPS AND TRAINING
• AK SBDC is using AI to improve and expand our internal professional development training as well as 

our external workshop offerings
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